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Abstract
The concept of combining USBL and Inertial Navigation into an alternative and improved DP reference
has been discussed over the last few years. This paper presents the data, results and conclusions from
actual trials on board the Petrobras XXIII drilling unit
Dual Independent LUSBL acoustic positioning reference have been specified by Petrobras over the last
10 years to improve the safety of DP operations by providing additional and automatic weighting against
multiple DPGS reference sensors in the DP desk, without the need for operator intervention. Whilst
LUSBL systems are highly repeatable and robust positioning systems; the use of two independent systems
per vessel doubles the number of seabed transponders required from 4 to 8. Acoustically aided INS
provides a third input or an alternative solution to the second acoustic input with only a single
transponder on the seabed.
A Lodestar Inertial Navigation Sensor was installed on the P23 in February 2010 and closely coupled
with the rigs existing Wideband USBL Transceiver, and wired up to a Navigation Computer in the DP
control room. Acoustically Aided Navigation outputs were made available to the DP desk.
Trials were conducted in 1760m of water, positioning the rig off a single acoustic transponder. The data
presented shows that the vessel was able to hold station with a DP telegram from the Acoustically Aided
INS solution respected with equal weighting in the DP desk as the DGPS input.
The data presented will show the results of manoeuvres made by the vessel using a single transponder, as
a baseline check for the trials the data presented is compared to high accuracy DGPS. The data shows
the system under a number of operational scenarios often conduced during acceptance trials, including
changes in heading, moving off the well, transiting on DP. Data is also presented showing the systems
ability to”flywheel” through periods where acoustic positioning is not available.
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Problem statement and introduction
Few PME (Positioning Measurement Equipment) types are available for DP in deep water: Differential
GPS (DGPS) and Long and Ultra Short BaseLine (LUSBL) acoustic positioning. Neither of these PME
types is perfect.
Scintillation is known to disrupt DGPS for long periods of time. As a common error source, scintillation
can cause all DGPS receivers to systematically drift off and drop out. In a worst case scenario,
simultaneous DGPS drift can cause the DP desk to reject conflicting acoustic PMEs - which are fewer in
number, have a slower update rate and hence receive less weighting. Subsequent ramping up of thrusters
following a DGPS dropout, to regain position using the acoustic reference, can result in increased noise
and cavitation risking degradation of the acoustic system.
Scintillation is caused by solar flare generated radiation hitting and creating increased ionisation in the
upper part of the Earths Atmosphere (the Ionosphere): Spatiotemporal variations in the number of free
electrons (“total electron content” – TEC). Satellite signals suffer a delay when passing the Ionosphere
which is proportional to TEC and large variations during a scintillation event can cause:
 Loss of signal lock due to frequent and deep signal fades
 Incorrect “differential correction” of the (increased) variable Ionospheric delay.
The result is loss of accuracy and integrity or a complete positioning drop out. Scintillation affects all
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), including GPS, Glonass, Galileo and combinations hereof.
Scintillation is related to sun spot activity which follows an 11 year cycle. Activity is currently increasing
and is forecasted by NASA to peak in year 2013, see Figure 1. Scintillation is most pronounced near the
Earth magnetic equator where there is much offshore oil & gas activity. The last solar cycle saw
considerable disruption to DP operations in these areas.

Figure 1 Historic and predicted sunspot activity (Source: NASA)
Acoustic signals can be interfered with by environmental factors such as aeration clouds, momentary
increases in the noise level or physical masking. These effects have traditionally been managed by spatial
diversity and acoustic redundancy: Multiple acoustic transceivers and transponder arrays. Mature systems
are available in dual redundant or dual independent LUSBL configurations and Petrobras specifications
require 3 or 4 acoustic transceivers. Aeration is not often a problem for semi submersible drilling vessels
due to depth of the acoustic transceiver but rapid propeller ramping can have a detrimental effect due to
noise. Unlike scintillation/DGPS (GNSS), an acoustic drop out typically last for a short time only.
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Inertial Navigation Background and Concept
Inertial sensors evolved from the marine gyrocompass. Navigation by integration of measured
acceleration was used first in the German V2 rockets of WW2. Military efforts of the cold war era and the
space race made drastic advances to Inertial Navigation System (INS) technology. Use in commercial
airliners commenced around 1970 when the first Boeing 747 used triple redundant “Delco Carousel IV”
INS. As an aside, this INS was also proposed for “Inertially-Aided Dynamic Positioning” of deep water
drilling rigs (2000-6000 feet) in 1975 [Buechler & Hanna, 8th Offshore Technology Conference, Dallas,
TX]. Productisation of the Ring Laser Gyro (RLG) in the mid 70’ies caused modern “strap-down” INS to
replace stable platform mechanical systems with consequent improvements to maintenance and cost.
Today RLG based INS is the standard for intercontinental airliners and high performance military
vehicles due to performance, reliability and inherent resilience to e.g. temperature change and vibration.

Figure 2 INS: US Nautilus (SSN-571), Saturn V rocket, Boeing 777 (Source: BA/Boeing)

Figure 3 Inertial navigation: Measured acceleration is transformed, compensated
and integrated into velocity and position. Attitude/heading is computed from
measured angular change compensated for transport and Earth angular rates.
A typical RLG aircraft type INS drifts 0.3-3 nautical miles per hour and unsurpassed field proven inertial
sensor MTBF is 300.000-400.000 hrs. Although specialised military inertial systems are capable of
somewhat higher accuracy, stand-alone INS is a suitable DP position reference for not much longer than
few minutes and INS therefore require integration with for example acoustics.
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LUSBL and USBL Acoustic Positioning

Figure 4 USBL and LUBSL acoustic positioning
Modern LUSBL positioning (Figure 4, right) is based mostly on centimetre precision wideband acoustic
ranging and therefore in practise maintains repeatability of better than 0.5m independently of water depth.
Dual LUSBL systems have been the standard for deep water drilling for over a decade.
Ultra Short BaseLine (USBL) positioning is based on measurement of range and bearing. Accuracy is
primarily limited by the bearing measurement and therefore degrades with depth. USBL is operationally
very efficient but not repeatable enough for standalone use as a PME for DP in deep water.
Acoustic positioning update rate decrease linearly with depth and is typically 6 sec in deep water. Latest
generation wideband systems allow a true 1Hz acoustic update rate independent of water depth via a
“ping stacking” technique. This mode of operation drains transponder batteries more quickly.
The latest generation wideband LUSBL systems allow the vessels own ROV to deploy and service
transponders without interruption to operations: The precision of wideband ranging is at least 10 times
better than former tone based technology. With improved navigation SW, this allows transponders to be
located just 8 degrees from the vertical versus previously recommended 15 degrees, e.g. at 2000m water
depth the horizontal offset is just 280m and easily reachable.
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Acoustically Aided Inertial Navigation
Ideally a DP system should have 3 independent PME inputs: GPS provides a “hook in the sky”, acoustic
positioning provides a “hook in the ground” but the third reference is not readily available in deep water.
While not a completely independent third reference, the combination of USBL acoustics and INS does
provide a complementary solution with some important advantages:
 “Ride Through Capability”- resilience to short term noise increase and aeration.
 Faster update rate (1Hz – 5Hz) and improved DP weighting and performance.
 More independent PME outputs for the same amount of seabed transponders.
The net effect is considerably improved ability to manage prolonged periods where DGPS is unavailable,
such as for example severe scintillation events offshore Brazil or Africa.

Figure 5 hereunder illustrate the complementary characteristics of USBL acoustic positioning and INS.
INS is extremely low noise, very accurate short term but inherently drifts over time. Acoustic positioning
does not drift but is susceptible to short term increases in noise and aeration. Proper combination of

USBL and INS captures and even enhances the positive characteristics of both.

Figure 5 Complementary characteristics of INS and acoustic positioning. Noise
and aeration affects USBL as the vessel comes to an abrupt halt. Aeration was
severe for this installation due to shallow deployment of the USBL transceiver.
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Figure 6 Lodestar Aided Inertial Navigation System functional diagram.
Aided INS is implemented via the generic framework shown in Figure 6 - pink box: An error state
Kalman filter estimates INS error in position, velocity and orientation by optimal weighting of aiding
sensor measurements (USBL position). Continues feedback corrections keep the INS on track. When no
aiding is available (e.g. acoustic drop-out), the corrections will near zero and the system operates freeinertial. This mode can be maintained for a few minutes with acceptable positioning error.
The Sonardyne Lodestar concurrently operates as an AAINS and an IMO certified AHRS (Attitude and
Heading Reference System), see Figure 6 - brown box. The AAINS and AHRS algorithms have
complementary characteristics and are strictly separated in SW. The AHRS algorithm is simple and
robust and provides autonomous attitude and heading. The AHRS is settled 5-10 min from power up and
operation is maintained through eventual power brownouts by an internal backup battery. AHRS
attitude/heading is used to initialise the AAINS. AAINS restart, if ever be required, is thus instantaneous
due to continues availability of robust self-contained AHRS attitude/heading.
AAINS performance metrics and integrity checks
The AAINS Kalman filter provides performance metrics as an inherent part of its operation, i.e. expected
positioning, velocity and heading accuracy. Various internal checks monitor integrity of the AAINS:
Comprehensive Built-In System Check (BIST) of hardware and firmware, acoustic measurement residual
sequence and proprietary Kalman filter monitoring etc. Internal comparison of AAINS and AHRS allow
detection of some acoustic system failure modes, for example certain configuration or operational issues.
Some failure modes common to AHRS and AAINS will manifest themselves initially as error in
heading/attitude and can be detected by providing an attitude/heading feed into the DP desk.
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INS installation on the Petrobras XXIII Semi-Submersible Drilling Vessel
A Marksman DP INS trials system was installed onboard the P23 in Feb. 2010 for the purpose of:
1) Validating positioning / recording data and 2) Testing DP use of USBL aided INS in an operational
environment. Operations took place in the Roncador field, Compos basin, Rio at 1765m water depth.

Figure 7: 1) Petrobras 23 semi-submersible drilling vessel. 2) Roncador
field, Campos Basin. 3) ROV deploying COMPATT 5 transponder.
4) DP desk (Converteam) following successful INS control of the P23.
The Marksman DP INS system configuration is shown in Figure 8. The Wideband USBL transceiver is
powered and interfaced directly to the Lodestar AAINS for optimal timing and mitigation of latency
errors. All navigation computations are performed within the Lodestar on a robust hard real-time
embedded platform. Lodestar is connected to the bridge using RS-485 serial comms or Ethernet. GPS is
required for initial install and transponder calibration only. The user friendly Marksman SW and UI runs
on a touch screen Windows PC. One or two (redundancy) Compatt 5/6 Wideband transponders are
deployed 0-15 degrees from the vertical. AAINS position output to the DP desk is configurable 1-5 Hz
using a range of industry standard formats or tailored INS messages. All position outputs include quality
metrics for mandatory use by the DP desk. Optional attitude/heading, heave, velocity and acceleration can
be provided at any rate up to 100Hz and via Ethernet.
The same system configuration (Figure 8) also supports the conventional LUSBL mode of operation
(acoustics only). Marksman LUSBL performance is optimised due to the high accuracy and perfect
timing of the Lodestar AHRS and was also confirmed during trials.
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Figure 8 Marksman DP INS configuration: Lodestar AAINS, Wideband USBL
transceiver, COMPATT MK5/6 transponders, WinPC, comms and power
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Operational sequence and real-time test results
DP INS operation commence by doing an average fix calibration of transponder position(s) using DGPS
as input, see Figure 9 hereunder.

Figure 9 DPO monitoring transponder calibration (814). Horizontal offset:
470m, depth: 1765m. Std.Dev. (2.7m) reduce as more positions are averaged.
USBL aided INS mode is entered after 5-10 minutes. The system was configured to compare the INS with
a reference GPS (for evaluation only). Figure 10 show a typical positioning error of ~1.3m (radial) versus
expected accuracy of 1.7m (major axis).

Figure 10 USBL aided INS: Acoustic update rate: 6.0 sec, Depth 1765m.
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Figure 11: Heading change test: 60 degree turn
The effect of heading change following static operation was tested to reveal e.g. any offset and
heading/attitude errors, see screen capture in Figure 11. The observed INS-GPS difference was 1.1m
(radial) vs expected accuracy of 1.4m. Heading change caused Kalman filter refinement of
heading/attitude. This reduced the effect of 470m transponder horizontal offset and positioning thus
improves slightly (1.7m => 1.4m).

Figure 12 Operation with acoustic positioning off: 1, 2, 3 and +5min. INS – GPS
difference in lower right corner. Time since update [sec] right of “Ship 1” label.
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Figure 12 show screen captures after switching off acoustic positioning, i.e. stand-alone INS. Positioning
accuracy remains better than 2 m for more than 3 minutes – i.e. a time period significantly longer than the
duration of a typical acoustic drop-out. After +5 minutes the positioning error is still less than 10 meters
and slowly drifting off. On average, a position error of about 12 m is expected after 4 minutes free inertial
navigation based on the (commercial) inertial sensors used for the trial. Positioning can be maintained for
somewhat longer time by use of military export controlled sensors.
Positioning accuracy
Figure 13 depicts positioning accuracy over time for operation using a single transponder in 1765m
water depth. The acoustic update cycle time was set to 6 sec and the resultant positioning accuracy was
1.2m (1DRMS) as compared to a Veripos reference GPS receiver (decimetre accuracy).
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Figure 13 USBL aided INS positioning accuracy, 1765m water depth
Positioning accuracy was slightly reduced by a 470m horizontal offset between the vessel and the
transponder – this is not typical and was imposed by use of a pre-deployed LUSBL transponder array
deployed (15 deg off the vertical). If/when required, performance can be improved by a factor of ~2 via
use of the ping stacking technique (increased acoustic update rate). As can be seen, the system manages
both static operation and a 180 degree heading change with no problems – due in part to the highly stable
and robust sensor characteristics of the Ring Laser Gyro (RLG) INS. The INS “flywheeled” through a
few missing acoustic updates with no visible degradation of positioning performance.
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Petrobras XXIII use of INS for DP
Having verified accuracy and robustness the Converteam DP desk was configured for active INS use.
Platform operations permitted a few manoeuvring tests, see Figure 14 for a typical result. The DP desk in
general found INS repeatability to be identical to DGPS and no DP tuning was required. INS was enabled
as only PME for test.

Figure 14 Petrobras XXIII DP on INS only. 10 x 10m maneuvers. Excellent
consistency between DGPS and INS, identical repeatability and weighting.
Test showed that standalone USBL was not precise or frequent enough for DP.
Data recorded and experience from the trial have been used to refine system ease of use, alarms, interface
into the DP desk and validate the USBL aided INS performance. The released system is now being
installed on vessels operating in different deep water areas.
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Summary and Conclusions
A Marksman DP INS system was installed and trialled on the Petrobras XXIII semi submersible drilling
rig. Positioning accuracy using a single transponder in 1765m of water depth was 1.2m (1DRMS). The
systems ability to robustly manage the most frequent acoustic positioning failure modes was confirmed –
short term outages. Position update rate was independent of water depth and set to a constant 5Hz.
Repeatability and DP weighting was identical to DGPS.
Positioning accuracy and robustness was confirmed and the INS selected for active use by the
Converteam DP desk having been previously adapted to take in Sonardyne INS data. Interfacing and use
by the DP desk proved simple with no tuning required. Initial manoeuvring tests with INS used as sole
PME was performed with good results. Marksman DP INS is also capable of conventional LUSBL
acoustic positioning with performance enhanced by perfect timing and high accuracy of the Lodestar
AHRS/INS.
Experience and validation data recorded on the Petrobras XXIII Semi-submersible Drilling vessel allowed
system refinement. In particularly the INS user interface, integrity monitoring and alarms have been
improved. The system is compatible with existing Wideband acoustic hardware and is currently being
installed to complement LUSBL and DGPS for DP in Deep water.
Some key advantages of Marksman DP INS (Acoustically Aided INS) are:


Complements LUSBL and DGPS
o Characteristics and failure modes differ from both LUSBL and DGPS.
o Short term acoustic drop outs are managed robustly with no impact on DP



DP weighting in deep water is identical to DGPS
o Positioning accuracy 1.2m (1DRMS) in 1765m depth
 Can be further improved if/when required (ping stacking).
o Update rate 1-5Hz independent of water depth
o Repeatability similar or better than DGPS
o Good DP control performance due to inherent characteristics of INS



Operationally simple and time/cost efficient
o Single or dual transponders can be deployed near vertical by vessel ROV
o More independent PME outputs for same amount of seabed transponders.



Fully integrated approach
o Perfect timing, robust direct interfacing and embedded processing, simple cabling and
installation, mechanical stability between INS and USBL, compatible with existing
wideband hardware for simple upgrade path, friendly and intuitive user interface.

Thanks to Petrobras for invaluable support and determination to improve technology. Special thanks to
the P23 crew for excellent assistance and an enjoyable stay.
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